
Covid-19 Response Update (Fadi Deek) 
Presenta9on and Discussion followed by Q&A. F. Deek: Some colleagues remain on campus. For 
example, the office of digital learning, technology support, mailroom, and the police force. Many 
changes are s9ll coming. Already planning and will adjust as needed for a summer session to 
mimic the spring semester. Asking for endorsement of new changes to relevant academic issues 
of concerns.  
B. Baltzis: Happy to see en9re university has responded and cooperated with the changes. There 
has been a concern for students and the impact these changes will have on them. We propose a 
very lenient and student friendly approach to grading and academic standing. Regarding grading: 
enter the grades temporarily in the system, then at a certain point all F’s to be converted to “Not 
for Credit”. Undergraduate D’s will be converted to “Pass Credit”, implying that they will count 
towards degree comple9on if the students do not need a higher grade. Students will have the 
op9on that to get a D instead of Pass credit. For grades C or higher, students can opt for a Pass or 
the leXer grade. Students will only have one opportunity to request this change. The difference 
between the pass credit and the pass is that it allows for an easier check of prerequisites for 
courses that require a C or higher. At the graduate level, C is the passing grade, so anything 
below a C will automa9cally be converted to Not for Credit, and any grades of C or higher will be 
given the op9on to either keep the actual grade or the pass. This way students will have the 
flexibility to choose if some of the courses will be Pass/Fail or actual grades. Would like FS 
endorsement of this new grading policy.  
Regarding academic standing, students who were not in good academic standing at the end of 
the previous semester, and through the actual grades they earn at the end of this semester 
improve their academic standing, then the new improved academic standing is going to be 
recorded on the transcript. If a student was not in good academic standing and did not achieve 
good academic standing, they will not be penalized for this semester; they will keep the same 
academic standing as in the prior semester. No student will see their academic standing be 
nega9vely impacted.  
There have also been complaints about online proctored exams, specifically ProctorU. Students 
have raised issues of privacy. Under emergency circumstances, instructors have the right to 
choose the type of proctoring for their classes. If a student objects to ProctorU, then they will 
have the opportunity to withdraw from the course and will not count this aXempt of the course 
as being one of those that the policy allows for course repe99on.  
E. Thomas: When do students need to decide to take the grade or the pass? B. Baltzis: They will 
be given up 9ll May 31st to tell us which grades they want to go into the new system. No one 
acer May 31st will see an F on their transcript.  
Q. Jones: can we get more informa9on about the objec9ons students have with ProctorU. B. 
Baltzis: Objec9ons fall into two categories: Typically online classes indicate from the beginning 
what type of proctoring is to be used and students have not agreed to this type of proctoring; 
the use of cameras is viewed as an intrusion of privacy.  
E. Michalopoulou: We should make sure the prerequisite grade of C will be upheld for 
subsequent courses. How do we ensure that D’s will not be allowed in subsequent courses? B. 
Baltzis: D’s will indicate pass for credit, and there will be different codes for these dis9nc9ons. A. 
Borgaonkar: Will we have to decide now or later? B. Baltzis: I’ll defer to Fadi to address this 
issue, but we are asking for endorsement and coopera9on of the fact that we are going to be 
changing, relaxing, and adap9ng some of the academic policies in place. We are not now asking 
for approval of the specific plan because there is not enough 9me. The announcement needs to 
go out to the students as soon as possible.  
N. Steffen-Fluhr: Students who take online course will already know they need a webcam, but 
how about other students?? B. Baltzis: All of these issues should be handled by the Dean of 
Students with the help of Blake Haggerty’s office. A. Rosato: Clarifica9on on policy for graduate 



students, the grade of C can convert to Pass? B. Baltzis: If there is an issue with C’s we might 
have to do the same thing with undergraduate D’s. This way if we only designate A and B’s we 
will have a clear picture of who is mee9ng the minimum B requirement for core courses. A. 
Rosato: if students choose a P, will it affect the GPA or will it just show up on the transcript? B. 
Baltzis: the GPA will not be affected. E. Thomas: Is there text available for this policy yet or are 
you working on it? B. Baltzis: Yes, there is text, and you will get a copy very soon. J. Shafik: 
Regarding the op9on for students to withdraw from a course who are uncomfortable with 
proctoring socware, will this affect their full 9me/part 9me status? B. Baltzis: If they withdraw 
now, it should not affect their financial aid, but I will look into it. J. Shafik: if students do change 
grades to P/F will it affect awards and dis9nc9ons? B. Baltzis: Yes, if they have any non-leXer 
grade it will automa9cally disqualify them, because these awards and dis9nc9ons require leXer 
grades -they will not be able to opt for a P/F op9on. P. Armenante: Do we have the op9on for the 
students who object to ProctorU to come to campus under social distancing? B. Baltzis: No, right 
now every member of NJIT needs special permission to get onto campus and all the cards that 
allow access into buildings have been deac9vated. P. Armenante: One of the objec9ons to the 
ProctorU socware is that students in class do not have the op9on to communicate with 
instructors. Do you know anything about this? B. Baltzis: this was not brought up. B. Khusid: How 
will this new grading policy affect graduate courses? B. Baltzis: Will consult with So9ri for 
clarifica9on. G. Thomas: What’s the new policy about absences of freshmen from class? B. 
Baltzis: we have not addressed this issue, but there should be no change from the original policy 
regarding absences. There are students who ended the fall semester 2019 and winter session 
with incompletes. The original policy would give to the end of the following semester spring 
2020 to remove the incomplete or automa9cally receive an F. With these new circumstances the 
deadline will be extended to August 2020.  
I. Gatley: I move that the FS applauds administra9on efforts to serve the students’ needs online 
and supports making of appropriate changes to expedite that process. A. Borgaonkar seconded 
the mo9on. 21 voted yes, 0 no, 0 absten9ons. 


